Engineering
Realistic Job Preview

ENERGIZE YOUR CAREER
Bruce Power is looking for skilled,
energetic people who want to work
in a dynamic and innovative company.
The job of an engineer is unique and
challenging. Learn more about this
career opportunity and decide if it
is the right career for you.

Becoming an
Engineer at
Bruce Power
The nuclear engineer position is unique and challenging. Bruce Power
is a young, progressive company with a bright future. As a high-tech
company in a rural, lakeside setting, we offer a rare opportunity to
balance both lifestyle and career development.
We will be producing clean nuclear energy for many years to come
and we are looking for skilled, energetic people who want to work in
a dynamic and innovative company.
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“What can I expect when
applying for a position?”
STEP 1: APPLY
When an opening is advertised, you must submit an application
online at www.brucepower.com/careers.

questions are behaviourally-based, meaning you will be asked
to provide examples of how you have dealt with various
scenarios in the past to demonstrate that you have the relevant
experience to be successful in the role.

STEP 2: REVIEW

We review all applications to determine if they meet
requirements. To be considered, you must have successfully
completed a recognized four-year university degree in an
appropriate engineering or science discipline, and be eligible
to work in Canada. For every role in Engineering, you will be
expected to have excellent written and oral communication
skills, problem solving skills, and a demonstrated ability to
collaborate with others. You will be required to provide official
documentation that you have met the education requirements.
STEP 3: TESTING

For certain roles, the selection process includes testing or
assessments. These can include evaluations in areas of critical
reasoning, technical aptitude tests and behavioural assessments
which help us evaluate a candidates fit for the role.

STEP 5: OFFER

Our job offers are conditional upon successfully passing
security, medical, background and screening checks. Due to
the nature of our business, security checks include: Canadian
Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) and Ontario Provincial Police
(OPP) background checks. The security clearance can take
approximately 6-8 weeks, and is required prior to your start
date.
“We have defined ‘diversity’ as the acknowledgement and
appreciation that each individual has unique perspectives and
life experiences. By embracing and respecting these visible and
invisible differences, we create an environment where each
employee feels empowered to achieve his or her best.”

STEP 4: INTERVIEW

Candidates who are successful at the testing phase will be
invited to attend an on-site interview. The interview will
consist of a series of job-related interview questions. The

“A diverse work force helps to ensure that we have
the kind of varied and unique perspectives to achieve
our goals. Here at Bruce Power we take great pride
in embracing individual differences viewpoints and
fostering the kind of workplace where every employee
is empowered to achieve their best.”
MIKE RENCHECK
PRESIDENT & CEO, BRUCE POWER
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“What’s life like as a new
nuclear engineer?”
Bruce Power operates eight nuclear reactors, with four units at Bruce A and four at Bruce
B. Each Engineer plays a role in our ability to generate enough clean electricity to meet
over 30% of Ontario’s electricity needs.
The Engineering division supports all engineering activities
associated with the safe operation of the operating units, as
well as selected activities in support of projects. Safety First is
our Number 1 value, and safety is truly the most important
part of our working culture. All employees are required to
adhere to safety procedures at all times to protect their own
safety and the safety of others.
ROTATIONAL PROGRAM

Most new engineers are hired as temporary employees for
a period up to two years into a rotational program, which
allows new Engineers to gain valuable experience within
different areas of the Engineering Division. The program
consists of 2 assignments lasting approximately 12 months
each, which are aligned with your discipline of study and
experience. Through the program, Engineers are offered
training and mentorship to grow their skills and abilities.
Engineers who are successful through this program are
offered permanent positions with the company.
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“What is my day-to-day
work life going to be like?”
It’s a natural question, so we offer this

JOB DUTIES

broad description of the duties and other

On a day-to-day basis, engineers are required to provide
technical evaluations and advice, solve problems and coordinate technical work in a number of major work areas,
including the support of commissioning, operation and
maintenance of the facilities.

characteristics of an engineer’s job. It is not
meant to be exhaustive in its description
but rather a summary of some of the key
aspects of the position.

As a new engineer starting out in nuclear, there are many
opportunities to learn and apply classroom knowledge to the
field. Many new engineers work in the station, where they are
up close and personal with the systems and people that keep
the plant running. Even for those that are not, opportunities
exist for practical experience. For example, if working on
a project designing a piping system, the engineer will be
afforded the opportunity to go on “walk downs” to physically
check the existing systems and how the new system will
interface. They will also gain invaluable insight from those in
the plant who are open to answering any questions about their
systems.
Other daily activities can include the preparation of technical
documents such as equipment specifications and engineering
calculations.
Each section within the division has unique responsibilities.
Through the rotational program, new engineers are able to get
a sense of the variety of work available within the company.
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“Do I have to keep training,
where can I go from here?”
Bruce Power has a highly skilled and trained workforce.
To ensure staff is competent and qualified to complete their
assigned tasks, a combination of classroom, computerbased, and on-the-job training is used, in conjunction with
self-directed learning activities and attendance at various
conferences, workshops and seminars.
Once hired, engineering candidate’s complete general
employee training followed throughout their first year by the
engineering initial training program. You will also be also be
given stream-specific training according to your job. Periods
of classroom and computer-based courses are followed by
on-the-job training. During on-the-job training, the trainee
will work under the guidance of an experienced engineer.
Your success will depend upon your ability to be self-directed,
to learn within short timeframes and to process lots of
information.
Ongoing continuous training ensures that engineering staff
remain up-to-date with any changes to equipment, policies,
procedures, and other relevant documentation, as well as
covers topics of specific interest to the division personnel.
Continuous training requires both attendance at scheduled
training events and completion of self-directed learning.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Bruce Power has a wealth of career opportunities and diverse
career paths, whether individuals want to move into different
departments within Engineering to advance their technical
skills, or advance into leadership position.
The company also offers supports employees as they pursue
advanced education, and requires Engineers to pursue their
professional engineering license. To further your formal
education, support is provided not only through the UNENE
program (University Network of Excellence in Nuclear
Engineering) but also by attending seminars, workshops and
task-specific training provided by Bruce Power or outside
agencies.
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Other important characteristics
of the job include:
UNIONIZED ENVIRONMENT

Engineers are represented by the Society of Energy
Professionals, and things like compensation and vacation are
part of the Collective Agreement between Bruce Power and
the Society. As part of your orientation and onboarding, you
will have the opportunity to meet with a Union representative
and better understand what it means to be a part of a union.
SCHEDULE

Engineering staff normally work a 35-hour work week,
Monday through Friday. If there is a requirement to work
overtime, you will be compensated in accordance with the
Collective Agreement that applies to your position.
DISCRETION AND RESPONSIBILITY

All staff are responsible for the safety of personnel, the station
and the community. This is accomplished through strict
adherence to policies and procedures at all times.
WORKLOAD

Tasks are assigned by each Section Manager and can be vary
significantly depending on the section to which you are
assigned. Both teamwork and independent activities can be
a part of each day. Depending on assignments, Engineering
staff may be located in the stations, whereas other engineering
staff work in office environments elsewhere on site and would
be required to go to the stations from time to time. During
periodic unit outages, there is an additional focus to restart
the units in a safe and timely manner, which can increase the
workload for all involved.
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“What about pay, supervision
and work environment?”
PAY AND BENEFITS

The pay and benefits package offered at Bruce Power are very
competitive. There is an opportunity to progress annually
within the engineering role, and economic increases are
negotiated between Bruce Power and the Society of Energy
Professionals.
Your total rewards package includes health and dental
benefits, group life insurance for permanent employees, and
all employees are offered vacation. Employees are also offered
gain sharing payments contingent on the company meeting
its business commitments including but not limited to safety
targets, timelines and production targets.
Other benefits of Bruce Power employment include on-site
medical staff, wellness programs, and multiple on-site gyms,
state of the art training facilities, and bus services to and from
work in the surrounding communities.
SUPERVISION

Engineers report to a Section Manager who would manage
a team of seven to 10 professional staff.
WORK CONDITIONS

Normally, engineering staff work in an office environment
and are also expected to provide support to Operations. This
support may include station site visits, either indoors or out,
crawling into tight spaces, climbing ladders and scaffolding
and being in a noisy work environment. Safety equipment,
including personal protective equipment (PPE), is provided
and is required to be worn in any area outside of the office
environment.
AREA

Bruce Power is situated on the shores of Lake Huron, between
the towns of Saugeen Shores and Kincardine. The area offers a
wealth of outdoor activities, beautiful beaches, golfing, and a
close knit community.
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“What else
do I need
to know?”
SAFETY CULTURE

Bruce Power has reduced workplace injuries by 25 per cent. In
2010, we reached a milestone with our achievement of more
than 21 million hours worked without an acute lost-time
injury. Safety in all activities, both at work and at home, is a
priority. Bruce Power has a sizable workforce.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Bruce Power is extremely fortunate to be surrounded
by a community that understands and supports our
business. We are committed to working closely with
our neighbouring communities through various initiatives
that support safe and healthy lifestyles, ongoing education
and the arts. Every year, we support more than 100 local
groups, charities and events through our sponsorship program,
but our approach to philanthropy is not all about financial
donations.
Our employees demonstrate their generosity in numerous
ways ranging from mentoring students, contributing to book
drives and volunteering throughout our communities..
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PROUD PAST, BRIGHT FUTURE

Bruce Power is currently investing in life-extension activities
for Units 3-8 to support a long-term refurbishment program
that will commence on Unit 6 in 2020, optimizing the
operational life of the site and offering significant ratepayer
and system benefits.
The refurbishment of each unit will add approximately 30
to 35 years of operational life, while other life-extension
investments will add a combined 30 reactor years of
operational life to the units, pre-refurbishment. This
approach provides additional benefit in terms of sequencing
refurbishments and optimizing asset life.
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ABOUT BRUCE POWER
Formed in 2001, Bruce Power is Canada’s only private
sector nuclear generator, operating one of the largest
nuclear facilities in the world. It is capable of producing
6,300 MW of carbon-free electricity – supplying over
30 per cent of Ontario’s energy annually.
The company employs over 4,000 people and, over
the past 10 years, has been the single largest private
investor in Ontario’s electricity infrastructure with a
total injection of $7 billion into the Bruce Power site.
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to work
a place to grow
to build
to learn
for family

www.brucepower.com/careers
LinkedIn
Bruce Power

YouTube
youtube.com/user/BrucePower4You

Twitter
@BrucePwrCareers
@Bruce_Power

Facebook
Bruce Power Careers
Bruce Power NGS
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